
      

 

 

   

 
 

 
 

 

The French Tech in Paris Region 
Monday 04 July 2016, Seoul 

The “French tech in Paris Region” event will be organized on Monday July 4th, as part of the visit in 

Korea of the President of Paris Region, Mrs. Valérie Pécresse (former Minister for Higher Education 

and Research and former Minister of Budget). 

The event will take place on July 4th at 6 p.m. at TIPS Town in Seoul with the special participation of 

the President of Paris Region, accompanied by Mr David Douillet, Vice-president in charge of 

international action and tourism, and Mr Frédéric Valletoux, Mayor of Fontainebleau, President of 

the Paris Ile-de-France regional committee for tourism (CRT), her counselor for innovation and a 

delegation composed of 8 startups and companies. The “French tech in Paris Region” is organized so 

that Korean startups and investors can discover the startup ecosystem in the Paris Region, the 

leading economic region in France with 12 million inhabitants, nearly 1 million companies and 

150,000 researchers and also the heart of startup ecosystem in France.  

French and Korean startups will share their experience and pave the way toward enhanced 

cooperation in innovative sectors like e-education, greentech, e-tourism, 3D simulation.  

Promising and iconic French startups such as the famous Ecole 42, the MOOC European leader Open 

Classrooms, the French leader in 3D digital simulation Vectuel, the energy management company 

Evolution Energie and the original tourism startup 4 Roues sous un Parapluie will come to introduce 

their companies and find partnerships in Korea. A leading VC in green and social startups Le Comptoir 

de l’Innovation but also innovation centers and prestigious universities, such as Paris-Saclay, will also 

share a few words. On the Korean side, three startups will tell us about their innovative products: 

Yolk, Travalloon and MK International. 

The pitch session will be followed by two MOU signing ceremonies, one between Creative Valley and 

the Small &medium Business Corporation (SBC), the other one between Creative Valley and the 

Korea Institute of Startup & Entrepreneurship Development (KISED). The event concludes with a 

cocktail, where participants could exchange and initiate talks or cooperation with French startups, 

VCs and the delegation of Paris Region.  

Innovation, and more specifically startups, is one of the main pillars of the French-Korean 

cooperation, vowed by the two Heads of State during their summit in November 2015 in Seoul and in 

June 2016 in Paris.  

Contact  

Jonathan Lauer-Stumm 

Embassy of France to Korea, Economic section 

Tel: +82 2-564-9054 & mail: jonathan.lauer-stumm@dgtresor.gouv.fr  
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